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D. Set the queue manager and the queue STATQ(ON) attributes, and the interval in 
the queue manager attribute STATINT(900). 

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION: 52 

A system administrator would like to capture accounting and statistics data to analyze 
performance of channels across multiple platforms. Where can the system 
administrator capture the data? 

 

 

A. In the System Management Facility (SMF). 

B. On SYSTEM.ADMIN.PERFM.EVENT queue. 

C. On SYSTEM.ADMIN.ACCOUNTING.QUEUE and 
SYSTEM.ADMIN.STATISTICS.QUEUE. 

D. On SYSTEM.ADMIN.ACCOUNTING.QUEUE and 
SYSTEM.ADMIN.STATISTICS.QUEUE for distributed platforms and in System 
Management Facility (SMF) for the z/OS platform. 

 

 

Answer: C 

 

Reference:  

http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21377808 

 



QUESTION: 53 

An MQI Client application, which is run from different client machines, wants to 
benefit from the read ahead performance advantages for non-persistent messages. 

While the client programs are changed on some machines to specify the 
MQOO_READ_AHEAD option, some other machines have to run the existing client 
application code without that option for a certain period of time. What must the 
system administrator configure to support the coexistence of the two different 
versions of the client application? 

 

 

A. SHARECNV(0) on the SVRCONN channel and DEFREADA(YES) for the 
queues 

B. SHARECNV(>0) on the SVRCONN channel and DEFREADA(NO) for the 
queues 

C. SHARECNV(>0) on the SVRCONN channel and DEFREADA(YES) for the 
queues 

D. SHARECNV(>1) on the SVRCONN channel and DEFREADA(ENABLED) for 
the queues 

 

 

Answer: A 

 

Reference:  

ftp://public.dhe.ibm.com/software/integration/support/supportpacs/individual/mp1h.p
df 

 

 

QUESTION: 54 



A system administrator needs to tune a SVRCONN channel for performance. 
Currently, the channel shared conversation attribute, SHARECNV, has the default 
value. To ensure performance enhancement, including the V8.0 distributed server 
performance improvement, what value does the system administrator need to set the 
SHARECNV attribute to? 

 

 

A. 0 

B. 1 

C. 20 

D. 9999999999 

 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION: 55 

A client application receives en error MQRC_Q_FULL indicating that the queue is 
full. The administrator sets the queue properties for queue depth max events 
(QDPMAXEV) to ENABLED. Which setting must the system administrator 
configure at the queue manager level and which queue does the system administrator 
need to monitor for event messages? 

 

 

A. Inhibit Events set to Enabled Monitor the SYSTEM.ADMIN.INHIBIT.EVENT 
queue 

B. Remote Events set to Enabled Monitor the SYSTEM.ADMIN.QMGR.EVENT 
queue 



C. Performance Events set to Enabled Monitor the 
SYSTEM.ADMIN.PERFM.EVENT queue 

D. Configuration Events set to Enabled Monitor the 
SYSTEM.DEFAULT.MODEL.QUEUE queue 

 

 

Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION: 56 

A system administrator needs to ensure that MQ activity messages are created for an 
application message as it is routed through MQ network. What must the system 
administrator verify? (choose 3) 

 

 

A. The application has PUT authority to the activity message queues. 

B. The application message specifies that activity reports are to be generated. 

C. The MCA channels have been restarted after the configuration changes were made. 

D. Activity recording is enabled on every queue manager in the network. 

E. MQI statistics monitoring is enabled on every queue manager in the network. 

F. Queue manager events are enabled for every queue manager in the network. 

 

 

Answer: B, C, E 

 

 



QUESTION: 57 

A system administrator is planning to enable events when queue manager objects are 
created, changed or deleted. Which events should the system administrator enable? 

 

 

 A. Logger 

B. Performance 

C. Configuration 

D. Queue Manager 

 

 

Answer: C 
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